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TISS-SVE gets Best Vocational Training Provider of the Year Award
It gives us immense pleasure to announce that the School of Vocational Education has won an Award in the
category of “Vocational Training Provider of the year” by Leader speaks Magazine.
The award was received by Prof. Neela Dabir - Dean SVE on 5th August at the Global Educational Summit '2017
in Delhi.
We take this opportunity to thank all the SVE team members, our Vertical Anchors, Hub Partners,Skill
Knowledge Partners, COE members and all supporters for your valuable contribution and support in this nation
building endeavor.

ASSOCHAM Summit on Skilling India 2017

Prof S. Parasuraman - Director TISS delivered the keynote address at the “ASSOCHAM summit on Skilling
India: From Skilling to Prosperity” on August 9, 2017 in New Delhi. A knowledge paper titled “Overview of
Skill Development in India” was prepared by TISS-SVE and released by ASSOCHAM on this occasion.
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All India Partners’ Meet 2017

All India Partner's Meet was held at TISS, Mumbai on 24thand 25thMarch. The partners included Hub & Vertical Anchor
partners pan India. The two day meet was an interactive session for discussion on progress, challenges and way
forward for vocational education in India. The dignitaries and the guest of honour were Dr. Kirit Somaiya ( MP,
Maharashtra), Dr. M.P Poonia (Vice Chairman AICTE), Dr. R.S Rathore (Director - AICTE).
Dr.Poonia and Dr.Rathore answered the queries related to higher education, future prospects of vocational
education and whether diploma/advanced diploma is approved by AICTE/UGC, as raised by the partners.
Prof.S.Parasuraman (Director, TISS) felicitated the 'Centre of Excellence' from all verticals. Dr.Kirit Somaiya gave a
keynote speech. He awarded the best performing Vertical Anchors, and Hub partners pan India.
CEO Skill Foundations Pvt. Ltd.(Pharmaceutical), Stratadigm Education and Training Pvt. Ltd.(BFSI) and Earnest HR
Solutions Pvt. Ltd.(MEPS) were felicitated as the three top performing Vertical Anchors.
Apex Kidney Care Pvt. Ltd. (Dialysis Technology), TAKE Academy of Life Science And Leadership Pvt. Ltd.
(Pharmaceutical), Iqraa International Hospital and Research Center(Dialysis Technology), Apar India Institute of
Management and Technology (MEPS), GKD Institute For Technological Resources (ITM), Drona Foundation (MEPS),
Kuttukaran Foundation (Automotive) and Tiksna Mission Trust (Healthcare) were awarded as the best performing Hub
partners.
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VERTICAL ANCHOR MEET 2017

The annual meeting of Vertical Anchors was held at TISS, Mumbai on 26th April 2017. The agenda for the meet
was to review the progress, growth and way forward.
To review the vertical progress the following areas were considered: Hub network strengths, No. of active
hubs, Geographical reach, No. of courses offered, No. of courses rolled out, No. of students, Examination
process. Vertical Anchors thereafter shared their plans for the upcoming July session. Vertical Anchors shared
the hubs plans for the upcoming July batch. There was an elaborate discussion for train the trainer program,
and their plans to support hubs. The meet ended with a round of question and answer session.
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Partnership with TAJ

Quintessentially Indian in its fabric, Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces is recognized the world over for delivering a
unique flavor of hospitality that offers world-class refinement while remaining deeply rooted in its local heritage.
With over 100 hotels in 62 locations, Taj offers guests the refined luxury of heritage, the effortlessly efficient
service, amenities, and a local experience with the assurance of quality. TISS-SVE & TAJ [The Indian Hotels
Company Ltd.] signed their partnership agreement on 14thMarch, 2017, amidst top management representation
from both the organizations. With this association, Taj group becomes our Skill Knowledge provider (SKP) for
hospitality vertical. We have joined hands to offer the B.Voc in Hotel Management [The Golden Threshold
program] program under Hospitality Vertical –across 4 locations to begin with – Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata &
Bangalore. FrontEdge Academy – Bangalore is the vertical anchor for this sector & will support in the execution
of the entire training implementation process.
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SVE Progress Update

HUB COVERAGE – PAN INDIA = 230

We have around 230 Training Hub partners across India, with zone-wise distribution as
noted above.
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We have around 458 Skill knowledge providers across various verticals. The most recent tie-up has been with
the Taj, one of the prestigious names in the hospitality sector. One hundred and sixteen SKPs have been signed
up under Childcare vertical, 90 under MEPS and 61 under Healthcare sector. Some of the SKPs are Apex Kidney
Care, Childline Foundation, Dr.Reddy’s Laboratories, Iqra, Intex , Lava , Texmo, Titan.
A total of 3723 plus students appeared for their semester examination (B. Voc. Program) in June 2017.
For the upcoming July 2017 academic sessions we have enrolled approximately 3000 students for the B.Voc
program across all Verticals.
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Self Enhancement Counselling Workshop for B.Voc. Students

Self Enhancement Counselling workshops are being conducted for B.Voc students of TISS-SVE
at pan India locations. Currently it is being offered at 22 hubs, spread across 20 cities covering
various verticals. Counsellors take sessions on topics like Self-awareness, Work life balance,
Learning styles, Interview skills to name the few with the objective to help students to analyse
their own strength & weaknesses, and explore opportunities for growth. These workshops
help students in developing skills for their personal and professional growth.
In this quarter, counselling services were introduced at 14 new locations, which benefited
1500 students across India. Around 200 workshops on various counselling modules like SWOT
analysis, Wheel of life, Role-play were conducted. In SWOT analysis students were asked to
write their strength, weakness, opportunities and threat which created awareness about
themselves. In wheel of life activity, students prepared their own work life wheel and learnt
how to balance work life. They enjoyed this activity as it made them aware about areas in their
life where they need to focus upon. During Interview preparation sessions, students were
asked to do role-play wherein they played the role of interviewer and interviewee and mock
interview sessions were conducted. It helped them develop soft skills required for an
interview.
After the counselling workshops, students felt positive and reported that they were now more
equipped to critically evaluate, analyze the situation. Introspect and work positively towards
their self-growth.
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Extracurricular activities promoted by FairMount (FM) Academy
FM Academy has always been active and eager to learn and
implement new things. The students of FM Academy
participated in extracurricular activities promoted by our
training hub partner - FairMount Academy, for travel and
tourism on Kerala Piravi Day.
The students enjoyed the occasion, celebrated the event by
dressing in festive attire, and greeted each other with
happiness.

Extracurricular activities promoted by Horizon Infotek, Indore

Students of BVoc moved from studious mode to fun and activity mode. In February they took part in Indore
Marathon and students of TISS SVE B.Voc. Multimedia and Animation participated with full enthusiasm in the 5
km walk for “SwachhIndore”. It was a refreshing experience for students. In March they had a sporty event of
Cricket League….They had girl’s cricket team playing for Horizon Infotek. When girls are there it’s all vibrant
and happening!!
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Workshop on Motivation & Leadership by Apar India, Delhi
Apar India (hub of MEPS) organized a workshop on motivation & leadership under its employability skill
development programme which was conducted tangan
by Col (Dr.) M P Sen, a prolific public speaker, an exserviceman, a senior profession with more than 30 years of international corporate experience.
The workshop was aimed at providing an impetus to its participants to improve their motivational levels and
imbibe the skills required to become a good leader, should the need arise. Col Sen emphasized the importance
of motivation in achieving success in any field be it the personal or the professional front. He reiterated that
motivation is the key factor which keeps a person work diligently towards achieving his/her goals despite the
numerous challenges that he/she may face. The USP of the workshop was the various activities that the
participants had to complete in order to understand how the motivation and leadership help.
Col. Sen during the workshop narrated many anecdotes in order to highlight the role played by the motivation
factor in completing a task successfully. These anecdotes were highly effective and appreciated by the
participants. This in turn prompted them to come forward to give their own instances where they realized that
it was only through high motivation level that they could complete the task. By the time, the workshop
concluded, the participants who were from varied backgrounds – fresher’s, working professionals, house-wives
etc. – felt thoroughly refreshed and got a surge in their motivation level.
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EXAMINATION “ THEORY & PRATICAL”
B.Voc in Child Protection examination at
Balsakha, Patna

B.Voc in Child Protection examination at
JPISC, Kolkata

Students of Indian Financial Markets of Bhilai Hub - GDR Educational Society appearing for the
assessment of certificate program .

Vocational Practical Examination was held at Binary Skill Development, Anand for all B.voc in PCM Sem II
students .
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CERTIFICATE DISTRIBUTION
Tiksna Mission Trust, Mumbai (Training Hub Partner for Healthcare vertical)

1st Convocation for DMLT ,Diploma in X-Ray and Ultrasound assistance was held in Godrej Memorial Hospital,
Mumbai on 27th June 2017 by our Hub partner Tiksna Mission Trust. Renowned and senior professionals form
Healthcare Industry were also present and felicitated the students. Guest list included Dr. Suhas Gangurde (CEO
Godrej Memorial Hospital), Dr. Ashwini Pore (HOD-Pathlogy, Godrej Memorial Hospital) and Mr.Dolfy (NM
Medical).The students who graduated already have a job in hand.

Jayaprakash Institute of Social Change
(Training Hub Partner for Childcare &
Geriatric Care)
Theory as well as practical examinations of both
B.Voc in Child protection Sem III and Sem II were held
during the month of June 2017. Batch of 2015/ 16
received their grade cards as well as their Diploma
certificates.
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HUB VISIT
Dr.Reddy’s Laboratories
Our 1st batch of Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories – Hyderabad, Nalagonda & Vizag, around 100 students in all will
graduate in this year. 23rd June, 2017 was the last day of the Semester VI examinations, thereby it was
important to meet all these students & seek their detailed feedback – on overall curriculum, adequacy in terms
of credit hours distribution per subject, difficulty level, if any of the content of B.Voc in Manufacturing
Technology (Pharmaceutical Chemistry), training delivery, courseware related feedback etc. Post the same
queries on post graduation opportunities, convocation etc were answered. This was followed by grade card
distribution & cake cutting ceremony organized as a sweet parting gesture by the Hub partner –
Pharmaceutical, CEO Skill Foundations and occasion graced by Mr. Chakradhar from Dr. Reddy’s Lab.
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NWWA(ER) collaborates with TISS School of Vocational Education

Naval Wives Welfare Association(NWWA), Eastern Region(ER), signed a Memorandum
Understanding with TISS - SVE for providing diploma/ degree courses in Early Child
Development . It will enable naval wives to be professionally qualified to work as Pre-primary
school teachers. The MoU was signed by Mrs Bimla Bisht, President NWWA (ER) in presence
of Dr Prerna Sharma, Senior Manager at TISS-SVE. This function took place at NWWA Kendra
Visakhapatnam on 18 July 2017 .The Core Committee Members of NWWA(ER) and Cmdre KS
Noor, Command Education and Welfare Officer HQENC were also present on this occasion .
Participants enrolled for this course shall undergo a work integrated training program .This
will enable them to gain skills by practicing realtime in the Kindergarten schools. To
encourage maximum participation, NWWA (ER) would sponsor 50% of the course fee as a
welfare gesture. Women Empowerment has always been the main thrust for NWWA and this
is a small step in that direction.
Navy Wives Welfare Association (NWWA), the Community support system of lndian Navy
has been involved in multifarious welfare activities aimed towards improving the quality of
life within the naval community and outside too.
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STUDENTS TESTIMONIAL
Dhvani Davda
I am Dhvani Davda, student of B. Voc (MEPS). Currently, am working with
professional people at the age of 19 and have seen myself far better than I was.
Getting three years of experience along with the degree and then entering the
market is undoubtedly great. I definitely see my future bright after the degree
of B. Voc from TISS-SVE .This was certainly my motive to join the course. I surely
feel that after doing this course, sky is the limit.

Ms.Chandrasmite Sarma
I am Chandrasmita Sarma student of B. Voc (Child protection). I had a
dream which is studying in Tata Institute of Social Sciences – School of
Vocational Education and when it turned true, it was no less than a wonder
for me. The journey in TISS –SVE so far is constructive. Every day was a
challenge and will be. The continuous field knowledge along with theory gave
me a real insight about the society which needs intervention at this crucial
point of time.

Ms. Aleena Connor
My name is Aleena Connor student of B.Voc (BFSI). I think B.voc is bit different
from the other regular courses as here in B.Voc we practice what we are learning
currently. Subjects offered to us help us to develop a different personality and
understanding. As I look back I see myself as a changed person. I am actually
understanding the operations of the bank while pursuing my on-the job training.
And I can surely say that I stand little up from the rest of my friends who are
pursuing other regular courses.

Mr.Asrikant
My name is Asrikant student of PGD HR& Admin. As my personal experience it is a
good approach from TISS- SVE and I really appreciated it. Since I was always keen
to study but due to work schedule I was not to able study. But now I can proudly
tell everyone that I have started studying without quitting my job. Apar India as a
training hub center is really working hard to cover all the expectation of the
students.
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Have feedback?
Write to editor@sve.tiss.edu
You can follow us on LinkedIn | Twitter | Facebook

TATA INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
V.N. Purav Marg, Deonar, Mumbai 400 088
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